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I. Give the Synonyms of .
1. Grove
2. Swiftly
3. Crumpled
4. Plug
5. Idol
6. Little
-

(6 1 = 6)

II. Give the Antonyms of .
1. Empty
x
2. Inside
x
3. Wrong
x
4. Fix
x
5. Tiny
x
6. Friend
x

(6 1 = 6)

III. Frame sentences using the given word.
(3  = 6)
1.Wash
2. Repair
3. Favourite
IV. Write Thesaurus for the given word.
(2  = 4)
1. Return
2. Switch on
V. Annotate the following.
(2  = 8)
1. “How can we carry all the fish in this little basket”?
a) Who said these words?
b) Why was she puzzled?
2. “Let’s go cycling”.
a) Who said these words?
b) Who goes for cycling?
VI. Answer the following in one word: (Any Five)
(5 2 = 10)
1. What did they collect in the big basket?
2. What did Iniya’s mother dream when she fell asleep?
3. What was Iniya’s father?
4. Who was the main person in the story?
5. Who repaired the iron box?
6. Why did Veni visit Shyam?
7. With what did Iniya make toys and idols?

VII. Quote from memory poem.
(1  = 5)
1. Write first four lines from the poem “Wonderful tree”.
(or)
2. Write the first four lines from the poem “The Little Doctor”.
VIII. Answer in brief : (Any Two)
(2  = 6)
1.What did the wind say to Iniya’s mother?
2. How did the grandfather help Shyam?
3. Why did Iniya feel happy after coming back from school?
IX. Answer in Paragraph : (Any One)
(1  = 5)
1. What did Iniya Learn at school and how did she use it?
2. Explain the day of Shyam with Veni?
X. Vocabulary Exercises.
a) Match the following.
1. Father
2. Iniya
3. Mother
4. Stitch clothes
5. Open and close things
b) Fill the word with ce, ci
1. ____ ____ r a m i c.
2. ____ ____ t y.
3. f an ____ ____.

(19 1 = 19)
- Needle
- Fishing
- Screw driver
- Big brown eyes.
- Making soap and oil
and cy.

c) Fill in the blanks.
1. _________________a pen?
Yes, ___________________,
d)What is time? Write the correct time by seeing the clock.
________________________________.
e) Circle the word with “ge”.
gender, gem, magic, badge, gentle
b) Circle the word with ‘cy’.
cycle, mercy, policy circus, fancy
g) Circle and fill the correct letter cluster.
1. b a ____ ____ ____ (ge /dge)
2. f r i ____ ____ ____ (gi /dge)
3. ____ ____ r m s (ge/gi)
4. ____ ____ n g e r (gi /dge)

